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Introduction

Even before the national coronavirus crisis,

With longer forbearance periods, extensions

an estimated 17.3 million U.S. homeowners

on those forbearances and ever-changing

were one emergency away from missing a

regulations, servicers have been facing an

mortgage payment. As ripple effects from

influx of calls as borrowers look to them

the pandemic cause businesses nationwide

for support and guidance. Servicers need

to downsize or shutter, the number of

to be able to scale their customer support

cost-burdened households have shot up as

efforts to handle the increased call volume.

individuals experience unexpected furloughs

At the same time, they need to be prepared

or job losses.

to handle the upcoming post-forbearance
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period.
In March 2020, Congress passed the
Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic

This white paper will cover the challenges

Security Act (CARES Act) in response to the

facing servicers in the current environment,

economic fallout. The forbearance program

what the next wave of servicing needs may

that was included as part of this stimulus bill

look like and how partnering with Sutherland

was a welcome relief for hard-hit borrowers;

provides servicers with the expertise and

meanwhile, servicers were met with

end-to-end support they need during these

unexpected challenges.

challenging times.

1. https://www.jchs.harvard.edu/state-nations-housing-2019

“

“

Servicers need to be able to scale their customer
support efforts to handle the increased call volume. At
the same time, they need to be prepared to handle the
upcoming post-forbearance period.

The current servicing environment

Under the CARES Act, payments for feder-

The number of loans in forbearance has

ally-backed mortgages can be temporarily

been decreasing after peaking above 4.6

suspended for borrowers whose finances

million in June.5 MBA estimates that, as of

have been negatively impacted by the

the end of July 2020, 3.9 million borrowers

pandemic. All told, borrowers are able to

were still participating in government or

request forbearance for up to 180 days and

bank forbearance programs. 6

then request an extension for another 180
days. Lenders and servicers are prohibited

MBA’s Senior Vice President and Chief

from foreclosing on these mortgages until

Economist Mike Fratantoni said he antici-

August 31, 2020, at the earliest.

pated continued improvement in the GSE
portfolio of loans in forbearance. However,

Borrowers are eager to talk to their ser-

upticks of loans in forbearance and new

vicer to find out what options they have,

requests may be correlated with spikes in

which has greatly increased call volume. The

unemployment claims. Monitoring the Bu-

Mortgage Bankers Association’s (MBA) For-

reau of Labor Statistics’ monthly jobs report,

bearance and Call Volume Survey revealed

called the Employment Situation Summary,

that weekly servicer call center volume, as

may help servicers anticipate an increase in

a percentage of portfolio volume, increased

volume.

for three straight weeks in July:
Week ending July 5: 6.8% to 7.8% 2
Week ending July 12: 7.8% to 8.3% 3
Week ending July 19: 8.3% to 9.0% 4

2. https://www.mba.org/2020-press-releases/july/share-of-mortgage-loans-in-forbearance-decreases-for-fourth-straight-week-to-818
3. https://www.mba.org/2020-press-releases/july/share-of-mortgage-loans-in-forbearance-decreases-for-fifth-straight-week-to-780
4. https://www.mba.org/2020-press-releases/july/share-of-mortgage-loans-in-forbearance-decreases-for-sixth-straight-week-to-774
5. https://www.housingwire.com/articles/mortgage-forbearances-rise-after-three-weeks-of-decline/
6. https://www.mba.org/2020-press-releases/july/share-of-mortgage-loans-in-forbearance-decreases-for-sixth-straight-week-to-774
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Looking ahead to the next wave of servicing needs

Although the percentage of loans in

forbearance and discussing loss mitigation

forbearance has been gradually declining,

options with those who are still facing

inbound support volume will not ease

financial hardship—all while maintaining

significantly in the near future given

compliance.

continued job losses, expiring government
stimulus programs and the continued

Servicers should start preparing

unpredictability of the economic effects

immediately for the pandemic-related

of the pandemic. Collections, default

post-forbearance period to ensure they

management and loss mitigation situations

can manage the high volume of inquiries,

will define the remainder of 2020 and go

requests and data processing. Appropriate

well into 2021.

staffing, backed by supportive technology,
will be key to scaling customer service

Call center teams need to be prepared for

capabilities without increasing the servicing

the next wave of servicing needs, including

cost per loan.

working to transition borrowers out of
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Tech and end-to-end support that
ease the burden for servicers
Sutherland offers robust, all-encompassing contact
and customer engagement support. Its team employs
an holistic approach—combining design, management
consulting, analytics, platform solutions and IT
services—to identify areas where business processes
and customer experiences can be transformed and
dramatically improved.
Sutherland’s analytical tool suite includes right-time-to-call triggers,
customer speech and sentiment analysis, real time call trending and an
interactive dashboard to track call types and call representative quality
adherence.

To help servicers scale up to meet volume, Sutherland

borrowers online to handle simple, frequently asked

uses its omni-channel platform Sutherland Connect

questions. Chatbots provide a self-service option for

in conjunction with staffing solutions and contact

customer support, deflecting call volume and leaving live

center expertise. This strategy has proven successful in

agents free to handle more complex inquiries.

integrating operational processes and making call center
agents more efficient and effective.

From a staffing perspective, Sutherland’s call center
support is flexible enough to handle any type of inbound

Sutherland Connect streamlines call center support by

call, from customer service to collections. They not only

bridging all lines of customer communication into one

work within a call environment, but their team also has

dashboard, whether the customer has reached out via

the necessary experience and expertise to handle default

email, online chat, call, SMS or online portal. The Connect

management and loss mitigation situations.

dashboard gives agents complete visibility into the full
history of a borrower’s engagement so they can deploy

Sutherland’s team is nimble in partnering with clients

the right strategy to resolve the issue.

to get them up to speed, helping servicers scale up
quickly to handle the influx of call volume. In one case,

Sutherland’s Chatbot Solutions are another opportunity

Sutherland was able to set up a call center team for a

for servicers to offer customer support. Using

servicer in just 10 days, enabling the client to manage

conversational AI, these chatbots can engage with

approximately 2,500 forbearance calls on a daily basis.
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In addition to its experience with call center

integrates the results within digital systems

support, Sutherland is also poised to assist

to complete a business process. Robility

servicers thanks to its expertise with top

RPA integrates with Extract, an intelligent

vendors in the high-performance data and

data extraction platform that converts

analytics software for mortgage servicing

documents into meaningful data. Extract

and originations.

can consume a variety of file types; classify
them; automatically split, index and tag data;

To assist with default servicing, Sutherland’s

provide QA for the process and compute a

interoperable Mortgage Digital Solutions—

confidence score.

Robility and Extract—remove significant
inefficiencies, reduce manual work while

These digital transformation tools from

improving accuracy and eliminate gaps and

Sutherland remove manual dependencies

lags, among other time- and cost-saving

to improve operational efficiency, customer

benefits.

experience, quality control and regulatory
compliance. Having the right technology

Robility, a robotic process automation (RPA)

in place will be crucial for successfully

platform, reproduces human actions such

managing the coming wave of servicing

as workflow steps and data manipulation,

needs.

communicates with other programs, and
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Conclusion

Servicers will continue to face challenges for the remainder of 2020—and into
2021—as the nation grapples with COVID-19. The next wave of servicing
needs is upon us, and it requires immediate action to effectively manage the
continued pressure on customer support while responding to borrowers’ needs
in a timely manner. By partnering with Sutherland to leverage its advanced
technology and holistic expertise, servicers will receive end-to-end support and
be able to scale up quickly to meet not only today’s increased volume but the
anticipated volume over the coming months.
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